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Parisian Voices presents 12 new sounds in this expansion pack! FANTASTIQUE ON DASHI - Parisian
Voices presents 12 new sounds in this expansion pack! FANTASTIQUE ON DASHI - French Pipes,
Clarinet and Hammerklavier featuring 3 new styles - Clarinets and Basses - and 2 new kicks in 2 Kits.
Other new instruments are Kaval and Echo Clavinet. Now you can play the sublime live like a dream,
with these high quality sounds, written by the finest musical arrangers, sampled in super quality and
incredibly interactive! Other popular Parisian Voices instruments, such as Midi Drums, Glockenspiel
and Flutes, are also included in this pack! Clarinet and Folk sounds in the Oud styles! Parisian Voices
presents 12 new sounds in this expansion pack! FANTASTIQUE ON DASHI - Parisian Voices presents
12 new sounds in this expansion pack! FANTASTIQUE ON DASHI - Highlights include the Sevres
Clarinet and the rich sounds of the Oud! Enjoy playing the instruments with these high quality
sounds, written by the finest musical arrangers, sampled in super quality and incredibly interactive!
Other popular Parisian Voices instruments, such as Midi Drums, Glockenspiel and Flutes, are also
included in this pack! Whos the hottest artist around? With this set in your hands, the answer is
clear! 10 new styles featuring a Hot R&B and Tropical vibe. It's set in a Jungle. With electric
keyboards, Wonton, and groovy riffs. Includes 3 kits. Keywords: YAMAHA PSR PBRK, PBRK-10,
PBRK-100 R, R-100, PBRK-620R, PBRK-620R-10, MFP, R-s,... More from Yamaha... The collection
includes 14 new voices including soli, lead, High String Vocal, Rhythmic Legato, Bass Sings, Synth
Piano. Its packset feature 4 Acoustic Tarab styles, mostly Balkan oriental, featuring old traditional
songs (Balkan Folk songs) and popular (pop, Jazz, classical). There are 4 drumkits included in the
pack, plus 7 oriental drumkits from previous expansion packs.
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